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Reflection of Modified Korteweg-de Vries
Solitons in a Plasma Having Negative Ions

Sarvesh S. Chauhan, Raj P. Dahiya, Seungjun Yi, and Karl E. Lonngren, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The variable coefficient modified Korteweg-de Vries
(mKdV) equations for incident and reflected solitons are derived
and solved to study the reflection of compressive and rarefactive
ion acoustic solitons at the critical density in an inhomogeneous
negative ion plasma. The polarity of the incident compressive and
rarefactive solitons is not altered during the reflection process.
Increasing the density gradient reinforces the reflection of both
compressive and rarefactive mKdV solitons, whereas enhance-
ment of the unperturbed plasma density weakens the reflection.

Index Terms— Inhomogeneous plasma, ion acoustic solition,
negative ion.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE reflection of ion acoustic solitons in a two-component
plasma [1]-[8] consisting of positive ions and electrons

has been investigated by many researchers. Dahiya et al.
[1] have observed a partial reflection of a soliton from a
negatively biased grid immersed in a plasma. Reflection from
the combination of a negatively biased grid and a positively
biased metal plate has been reported in [2]. Experimental
investigations on the reflection of solitons from a planar
metallic plate, glass plate, and metallic mesh carried out by
Nishida [3] have been found to agree with the theory given
by Imen and Kuehl [4]. In the theoretical analysis of Kuehl
[5], as expected, the reflected wave is shown to have a smaller
amplitude than that of the incident wave. Raychaudhuri et al.
[6] have explained the ion acoustic soliton reflection from
a bipolar potential structure. In a warm plasma, analytical
investigations have shown that the amplitude of the reflected
wave [7] and the reflection coefficient [8] decrease when the
ion temperature is raised.

The presence of negative ions in the plasma considerably
influences the behavior of ion acoustic solitons. In a negative
ion plasma, compressive and rarefactive solitons are observed,
whereas in the absence of negative ions, only compressive soli-
tons can exist. The nonlinear coefficient of the Korteweg-de
Vries (KdV) equation is positive for compressive solitons and
negative for rarefactive solitons, and vanishes at a particular
density of negative ions, known as the critical density. The
behavior of solitons at the critical density is described by the
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modified Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV) equation [9] which is
obtained by taking into account the cubic nonlinearity. The
coefficient of the nonlinear term [10] in the mKdV equation
for fast ion acoustic solitons is positive and does not vanish,
regardless of the actual composition of the plasma.

Several investigations [9]-[14] have been reported on
mKdV solitons in homogeneous negative ion plasmas. In
the experimental system, however, spatial nonuniformity is
encountered in the plasma, say near the edges and boundaries
of the system and in the sheath of an externally immersed
electrode. A theoretical study using the quadratic nonlinearity
[15] in inhomogeneous plasma has shown that the soliton
amplitude decreases with the increase of the density gradient.
Cooney et al. [16] have experimentally observed the partial
reflection and transmission of compressive and rarefactive
solitons from an inhomogeneous sheath region. They have
also obtained a soliton reflection-transmission coefficient
conservation law to describe the propagation of KdV solitons.
Theoretical investigations by Chauhan et al. [17] in the
negative ion plasma have confirmed the reflection of KdV
solitons and shown that the amplitude of the incident and
reflected solitons goes up with the negative to positive ion
density ratio.

The above-mentioned studies [15]—[17] for inhomogeneous
negative ion plasmas have been carried out on KdV solitons.
Analytical investigations on mKdV solitons in an inhomoge-
neous negative ion plasma have been recently reported in [18].
Yi et al. [19] have experimentally observed the reflection of
compressive and rarefactive mKdV solitons from a sheath in
a negative ion plasma. The polarity of the incident and the
reflected solitons was observed to remain the same during
the reflection process. In the present theoretical investigations,
these experimental results on the reflection of mKdV solitons
are confirmed. We have used coupled ion fluid velocity [5]
to derive two coupled mKdV equations, one for the incident
wave and one for the reflected wave. The coupled equations
are solved to obtain the behavior of reflected mKdV solitons
in an inhomogeneous negative ion plasma.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The one-dimensional equations governing the dynamics
of inhomogeneous, unmagnetized, collisionless plasma com-
prised of Boltzmann electrons and cold positive and negative
ion species are

npt + (npvp)x = 0
nnt + (nnvn)x =0

(1a)

(1b)
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Vpt

mr(vnt +

4>xx ~ '

+ VpVpx + (f>x

• VnVnx) - 4>x

ne

ne — nn + rip

= 0
= 0

= exp(</>)

= 0.

(1c)
(1d)

(1e)

(1f)

The plasma is considered to have a weak inhomogeneity and
small ionization frequency, hence the quasi-neutrality condi-
tion [5] holds over the region extending from the plasma center
to the subsonic-supersonic transition layer. The normalization
of variables used in (1a)-(1f) is as follows: positive and
negative ion fluid velocities denoted, respectively, by vp and
vn are normalized by the ion acoustic speed (kTe/irip)1/2,
where k, Te, and mp are, respectively, the Boltzmann constant,
electron temperature, and positive ion mass. The electron, pos-
itive ion, and negative ion densities represented, respectively,
by ne, np, and nn are normalized by the zeroth-order positive
ion density at an arbitrary reference point in the plasma, which
is taken to be x = 0. The electric potential <f> is normalized
by (kTe/e), where e is the electron charge. The time t and
space x are normalized, respectively, by the reciprocal of the
positive ion plasma frequency and the Debye length at x = 0.
In (1a)-(1f), mr is the mass ratio of negative to positive ions.
Differentiation with respect to space and time is represented,
respectively, by subscripts x and t, whereas subscripts p and
n denote, respectively, positive and negative ions.

III. THE mKdV EQUATION

The mKdV equations for incident and reflected solitons
will be derived in this section. First we discuss the usual
KdV equation to obtain the relation for the critical density of
negative ions. The detailed derivation of the KdV equation [17]
in an inhomogeneous negative ion plasma has been reported
earlier. We recapitulate here the important steps involved in the
derivation. The reductive perturbation technique is employed
to obtain the KdV equation wherein all dependent variables
are expanded in terms of a smallness parameter e as follows:

C = C o ( a O + e C i ( a ; , * ) + e 2 ( 2 ( x , t ) + e 3 ( 3 ( x , t ) + ••• ( 2 )

where ( = (np,nn,ne,Vp,vn,<j>). Using the stretched vari-
ables

dx'/X0(x') \ -

X=t3/2a

(3a)

(3b)

in (1a)-(1f), and solving the zeroth-order and first-order equa-
tions, we obtain the following relation for the phase velocity
Ao of the ion acoustic wave:

-ne0 + nn0/{mr(X0 - vn0)
2} + np0/(X0 - vp0)

2 = 0. (4)

The variable coefficient KdV equation for the first-order
perturbed velocity is obtained by taking the e2 terms and is
given by

[(3 - ao

[ag/{2np0(l + do)(ao

[(a0 - fo)(3 - CIQ

In deriving (5), it has been assumed that positive and negative
ions are of equal mass and attain same zeroth-order drift
velocity v0 due to the density inhomogeneity. The terms do
and a0 are

do = nn0/n: (6a)

(6b)

The coefficient of the quadratic nonlinear term in the KdV
equation (5) is positive (negative) for compressive (rarefactive)
solitons and vanishes at the density ratio of negative to positive
ions given by

d0 = 2 - 3 1 / 2 . (7)

This density ratio is designated as the critical density ratio. The
ion acoustic solitons exist in the plasma when the nonlinearity
and the dispersion balance each other. At the critical ratio,
the coefficient of the quadratic nonlinear term is zero in the
KdV equation (5). The mKdV equation containing a cubic
nonlinearity [9] is used to describe the behavior of solitons at
the critical ratio. The subsequent sections are devoted to the
mKdV equations for the incident and the reflected waves.

A. Incident Wave

The incident wave is considered to be propagating in the
positive x direction. We use the following stretched variables
to obtain the mKdV equation in an inhomogeneous negative
ion plasma:

dx'/Xo{x') \ - t

X=e3x.

(8a)

(8b)

Employing the perturbation expansion given by (2) and the
above stretching, the zeroth-order parts of (1a)-(1f) can be
written as follows:

(ripoVpojx =0

(nnovno)x =0

VpOVpOX + (/>0X = 0

mrvnOvnox — 4>ox = 0

ne 0 = expOo)

fieo =npo — nn0.

(9a)
(9b)

(9c)

(9d)

(9e)

(9f)

At the order e, we obtain the following phase velocity relation
for the incident wave:

-ne0 + nn0/{mr(X0 - vn0)
2} + np0/(X0 - vp0)

2 = 0. (10)

In obtaining (10), the boundary conditions (np i , n n i , vpi, vn\,
4>i) —> 0 as £ —> oo have been used. For equal mass and drift
of positive and negative ions, the phase velocity relation (10)
reduces to following form:

Terms of the order e2 yield

^o - Vpo) + {Ao/(AO - Vpo)}

= 0. (5)

(11)

(12a)
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n2i =nnOvn2t/(\o - vn0) + {Ao/(AO - vn0)}

• [(nnivni)z/\o + (nnOvnO)x] (12b)

Vp2£ = 4>2(,/{XO - Vp0) + {A0/(A0 - Vpo)}

• [vpiVpi^/Xo + vpOvpOx + 4>ox] (12c)

lr(Ao - Vn0)} + {Ao/(AO - Vn0)}

+ vnOvnOx - <j>ox/mr] (12d)

) (12e)

where

and

aR=al/(ao+vo)
2 (17a)

(1R = al/{2(a0 + vo)
4(npO + nn0)} (17b)

SR =(a0 - vo)/{2al(ao+vo)}. (17c)

np2 - nea{4>\/2 + </>2) - nn2 = 0. (12f)

Using (9a)-(9f) and the equations obtained at the order e and
the relations obtained on integration of (12a)-(12d) with the
boundary conditions nP2,nn2,vP2,vn2,<t>2,<t>i,npi,rini,Vpi,
and vni vanish as £ —> oo, Poisson equation (12f) gives

[—neo + nnO/{mr(Xo — vn0)
2} + np0/(X0 — vp0)

2]4>2

+ ( l /2 ) [ -n e 0 - 3nn0/{m2(A0 - vnOf}

+ 3np0/(A0 - Vpofjcfi = 0. (13)

When positive and negative ions have equal mass and zeroth-
order drift VQ, (13) becomes

In obtaining (16), again equal mass and zeroth-order drift v0 of
positive and negative ions have been assumed. For the sake of
clarity, vp\ has been replaced by vR. In the mKdV equation
(16), the coefficients of the nonlinear and dispersive terms
decrease with increasing zeroth-order ion drift. The nonlinear
coefficient never vanishes because this analysis is being carried
out for subsonic ion drift and at the critical density.

B. Reflected Wave

The reflected wave is taken to travel in the negative x
direction. The appropriate stretched variables to obtain the
mKdV equation for the reflected wave are

- ne0](f>2

(l/2)[3(np0 - nn0)/4 - ne0]</>2 = 0. (14)

T = ei - I dx'/(ao - v0) - t

Y = -<?x.

(18a)

(18b)

The coefficient of <f>2 in the above equation is zero due to the
phase velocity relation (11). The coefficient of 4>\ also vanishes
because of the critical density ratio relation (7). Thus, at the
order e2, Poisson's equation is automatically satisfied.

Terms of the order e3 give the following relations:

- vp0) + {1/(AO - vp0)}

[(npivp2 + np2vpi)^ + X0(np0Vpi + npivp0)x]

(15a)

O - vn0)}

Xo(nnOvni + nnivn0)x]

(15b)

Employing (18a) and (18b) in (1a)-(1f), and following the
same procedure as in the case of the incident wave, the mKdV
equation for the reflected wave is obtained as follows:

where

and

+ ctLv2
LvLT + PLVLTTT + {SL/npO)vLnpOY = 0 (19)

aL=al/(a0-v0)
2 (20a)

PL = al/{2{a0 - vo)
4(npO + nn0)} (20b)

= (a0 + vo)/{2al(ao - v0)}. (20c)
- vn0)

p2£ + Vp2Vpi£ + X0(vp0Vpix

Xocf>lx] (15c)

r(XO - Vn0)} + {1/(AO - Vn0)}

nlVn2£ + Vn2Vni^ + X0(vn0VniX + VniVn0X)

- {X0/mr)4>lx} (15d)

</>3 + neo(</>l</>2 + 4>l/G) ( l 5 e )

In order to study the reflection of an incident mKdV soliton,
we couple the mKdV equations (16) and (19), respectively,
for incident and reflected solitons, by replacing the velocities
vR and VL appearing in (16) and (19) by the total ion fluid
velocity [5] v = vR + vL. This leads to the following two
coupled equations:

VRX ^

• (vR + vL)np0X = 0

VLY + aL(vR + VL)2VLT

• (VR + vL)np0Y = 0.

^ + (SR/np0)
(21a)

(21b)

p3 - ne3 - nn3 = 0. (15f)

All of the third order terms in (15a)-(15f) can be exactly
eliminated using the phase velocity relation (10) to obtain the
following variable coefficient mKdV equation in an inhomo-
geneous negative ion plasma:

VRX + + + (SR/npo)vRnpox = 0 (16)

Using (8a), (8b), (18a), and (18b), these coupled equations
can be written in terms of actual space and time coordinates
as follows:

vRx + {l/(ao + vo)}vRt - aR(vR + vL)2vRt - (iRvRttt

+ (f>R/npo)(vR + vL)npOx = 0 (22a)

VLX - {l/(ao - vo)}vLt + aL(vR + vL)2vLt + fhvLttt

+ (SL/np0)(vR + vL)npOx = 0. (22b)
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We convert (22a) and (22b) into a convenient form by sub- where
stituting

1 m k(x) = l/(a0 - v0) (30a)
vR=(6f3R/aR)^2uR (23a) K) A °>

, .„ ana
j(x) =l/{2aonpO). (30b)

and obtain
The complex Fourier transform of (29) with respect to time

u
Rx + {l / ( ao + vo)}uRt — ^>PR t gives

• [uR + {(a0 + vo)/(ao - vo)}uL]2uRt - fiRuRlu

+ [{(1 - a2)(a0 - vo)/(ao + vo)}uR + uL] ^* + *<"*(*)«£ + j(x)npOxuR = 0 (31)

• npOx/{ aonpO) - a) w h e r e t h e o v e r t i l d e represents the transformed quantity. The

i - vo)\uLt Fourier transformed amplitude of the incident soliton using
o - i>o)/(ao + VQ)}UR + UL] ULt + 0LULttt (26) can be written as

+ [UR + {(1 - al)(a0 + vo)/(ao - vo)}uL]
• npOx/(2a2

)npO) = 0. (24b) &R = irs(q0) exp{(iuj/2go)f(x)} sech(w7r/45o)- (32)

Employing (32), the solution of (31) is obtained as
IV. DISCUSSION

In order to study the reflection of mKdV solitons, we solve I" f f \ 1 f°°
the coupled equations (24a) and (24b). The scale length of ^L = [exP | ~ _ / iuk(x)dx^ J j(x)npOx

the plasma inhomogeneity (npOn^x) is considered to be large . ^ } exp{{lU!/2g0)f(x)} s ech (^ /4 5 o )
compared with the soliton width. For a weak density gradient, , >.
the amplitude of the reflected soliton is expected to be smaller . exp < / iuik(x) dx > dx. (33)
than that of the incident soliton. Hence, the coupled mKdV ^ >
equation (24a) can be approximated to

The inverse Fourier transform of (33) gives
uRx - J3R (Qu2

RuRt + URttt) + uRt/(ao +vo)=O. (25) ^
uL = 2gos(qo) / i{x')nrtOx{x')s<xh.(2goF)dx' (34)

The one soliton solution [20] of the variable coefficient mKdV Jx
 l j

equation (25) can be written as
where

uR = 2gos(qo) sech [f(x) - 2got\ (26)

where

f(x)=2go f
/n
/ u

[{l/(oo + ^ o ) } - 4flRgo] dx' + In 130/250

(27)

and

F

h{x)

= h(x')-h(x)

= / k(x) dx.

+ f(x')/2g0 -t (35a)

(35b)

At the reflection point, the amplitude of the reflected soliton
and g0 and g0(>0) are, respectively, the normalization coef- is maximum. Hence, we maximize the sech function in (34)
ficient and the imaginary part of the eigenvalue at the initial to obtain the amplitude of reflected soliton at the point of
position x = 0. The s(q0) is defined as follows: reflection. The sech has maximum value at x' = P, where P

is the solution of

s(qo) = +l forgo>O, a n d - 1 for g0 < 0. (28)
h{P) - h{x) + f(P)/2g0 - t = 0. (36)

It may be noted here that the solution (26) has been obtained
considering the unperturbed positive ion density np0 and the The unperturbed positive ion density np0, density gradient
zeroth-order ion drift v0 to be spatially varying quantities. npOx, and zeroth-order ion drift v0 vary on a large-scale length

To study the reflection of an mKdV soliton, we assume that of the plasma inhomogeneity. Therefore, these are nearly
the dispersion length is small compared with the scale length constant at their value at x' = P over the range where sech
of the density gradient. As an approximation, therefore, we is appreciable. Hence, the amplitude of the reflected soliton at
neglect nonlinear and dispersive terms [5] containing uL in the point of reflection can be written as
the coupled mKdV equation (24b) and obtain the following
differential equation for the reflected wave: _ -7rs(go)(ao ~ ^o)npOa;

8aQ{ripo — {9oao(ao ~ vo)/{(ao + vo)3(l + °fo)}}}
ULX - k(x)uLt +j{x)uRnpOx = 0 (29) (37)
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The density gradient npOx in (37), in absence of the minus
sign, represents the variation in the ion density in the negative
x direction (for instance, from the wall toward the sheath
edge) because (37) is the solution of coupled mKdV equation
(24b) which has been obtained using the stretched variables
given by (18a) and (18b). Introduction of the minus sign in
(37) implies that npOx represents the density variation in the
positive x direction. Making use of (26) and (37), the reflection
coefficient RC, that is, the ratio of the amplitude of reflected
soliton to that of the incident soliton, can be written as

(38)

It is evident from (26), (28), and (37) that the amplitude of
incident and reflected solitons can be positive and negative,
indicating thereby that both compressive and rarefactive soli-
tons propagate and are reflected in the inhomogeneous plasma
having negative ions.

In the recent experiment of Yi et al. [19], both compressive
and rarefactive solitons were observed to propagate into the
inhomogeneous sheath region near a metallic plate. Reflected
solitons that were reflected from the sheath region were also
observed. In the experiment, it was noted that the compressive
soliton appeared to propagate further into the inhomogeneous
sheath than the rarefactive soliton. This caused the points
of reflection for the two solitons to differ. In addition, the
"polarity" (compressive and rarefactive) of the reflected soliton
with relation to the incident soliton was maintained in the
reflection process. At the point of reflection in the sheath,
npox < 0. This is in agreement with (37).

From (37) and (38) it may be observed that for a given value
of zeroth-order ion drift, qualitatively, the reflected amplitude
UL and the reflection coefficient RC, for both compressive
and rarefactive solitons, decrease with an increase in the
unperturbed plasma density, whereas the uL and RC go up
with the density gradient. This shows that increasing plasma
density weakens the reflection of mKdV solitons, whereas
higher density gradient reinforces the reflection. Increase in
the density gradient has a limit because this treatment is for
a shallow gradient in which the ion drift is subsonic. It is
worth mentioning here that although we have described the
qualitative variation in the behavior of reflected soliton above
for a given value of zeroth-order ion drift velocity, this analysis
has been carried out considering the ion drift to be a spatially
varying parameter.

fleeted soliton amplitude and the reflection coefficient increase
with the density gradient.
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